
Summary of “Community Feedback Survey” 

 

 

 

 



 

“…Important part of Kirkby’s history” 

“…lovely walk and draw for tourists…” 

“Critical to the community and to tourism” 

“…Useful footpath to Rugby Club and beyond….” 

“… Major visitor attraction…” 

“… lovely Lily Wood where we all spent our youth climbing trees and making dens…” 

“…vital pedestrian link…” 

“…the welfare of the graveyard and remains of loved ones are of concern …” 

“… Not just a local heritage, but a national one too…” 

“… beautiful iconic place to visit and also used by local people...” 

“The cost falls on residents with the local businesses not contributing through business rates. As 

they are beneficiaries of the tourist trade they should contribute.” 

“Because there was no need to close the footpath as the only movement of ground was the rubbish 

and soil which was tipped there over a good number of years. Newcomers to the town have not 

known the history of Ruskin's View and have voiced their concern to others that are on the town 

council who themselves are newcomers, then press the panic button” 

“…key feature of the town…” 

“… the brow is essential to the character of Kirkby Lonsdale...” 

“…attracts tourism which feeds into the local economy…” 

“… Works would help modify future erosion.” 

“It's obvious weather patterns are changing so we must respond for safety reasons” 

“…gives memories of my lovely mum!” 



“…place where one can go to relax, to concentrate and gather ones thoughts. I believe it to be the 

most beneficial to people's mental health.” 

“If the current situation is not resolved how much more landslip will there be?” 

“It is wonderful to live in a place with such a historic appeal and such a beautiful view so near…” 

“…. It's location co-linked to the motte (cockpit hill) adjoining it…” 

“…Walking cuts down on traffic but also gives tourists another option when visiting the town, 

keeping there here longer i.e. more likely to spend in cafe/ pub when they come back from a walk…” 

“…less demand on town parking, safer than walking down the roads…” 

“…For the safety of the river water. 'Soil' washed away from the bank 'pollutes' the water so that 

small river life cannot survive therefore there is nothing for larger fish to live on…” 

“…to view the incredible place, peace, beauty, and tranquillity…” 

OPPOSE 

“It's a lot of money for a walk. Find other routes through - even if from opposite Fairgarth. Find other 

ways to show off the view: viewing platform over churchyard/ Glebe field. Have local businesses 

fund for the tourist requirements” 

 


